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Delay on Chapel, Crucifixes Questioned
James Renne
Second Year
Day

One of the few unflnished items in the new Jaw school building is the chapel. As this photograph shows, the only
evidence the space is a chapel is a small paper sign on the wall reading "chapel." Designs for the space, however,
are underway and work should begin soon.

Security Features Add to Safety
Nick Manicone
Second Year
Day

One of the most notable features
of the new law school building are special
state-of-the-art security devices designed to
make the facility safer for students,
faculty, and staff.
Security features of the new
building include three emergency buttons
on each floor of the two-floor parking
garage.
When these emergency buttons
are pressed, several things · happen.
Cameras in the garage turn to zoom in and
film the site of the emergency. A VCR
records the scene. A security guard also
comes running.
The posts that have these
buttons will soon be painted to be
identified easily in an emergency.
The parking garage is also
designed so the entire area can be viewed
from a few strategic locations.
There are also similar emergency
buttons most of the women's restrooms
throughout the building.
Another
prominent
security
device are the FACS cards carried by

students to access the building. They will . open doors, in order for the system to
be able to record what time you personally work effectively.
checked in and checked out of the
Dean Lord pointed out that
building.
propping open a door will make the entire
In addition, over 1,000 whistles security system ineffective, and asked
have been ordered for students to use in students to comply with safety regulations.
emergency situations and more night
Lord also asked students to leave
guards are now on duty.
the buildings when fire alarms go off. He
Beyond these new devices, said he found several third years hiding
administrators are hoping to engender a out in the library during a fire drill.
new consciousness among students
"It doesn't make sense to risk
regarding safety.
your life for five extra minutes with a blue
"Looking out for each other's book", he said.
safety is a matter of honor and we can't be
Students seem to be satisfied with the
casual about it," said Assistant Dean for security measures the school is taking.
Academic Affairs John Lord, who is also The only complaints elicited from students
tasked with many security-related interviewed in the courtyard recently were
responsibilities.
about the gates that do not c!ose in the
Although, Dean Lord said risk garage.
cannot be entirely eliminated, he noted,
Dean Lord stressed that by press
"If everyone is reasonably prudent about time, the gates would be closed. He also
the manner in which they use the building,
pointed out that the gates will not keep
we are in the process of procedures that
intruders like "Kool Disco Dan" out. Only
will reduce the risk."
student vigilence can help to fight certain
An emphasis on students' taking types of opportunistic crime.
resonsibility for their safety was also
Students seem not to be worried
stressed by Clay Goldston, Director of about their abilities to help out in detering
Campus Security.
crime.
One first year interviewed
Students need to comply with the expressed more concern over his first set
safety rules, he said, such as not propping of finals. "Crime I can handle", he said:

INFRA: Organizations, p. 3

Commentary, p. 8-11

Those ascending from the Keelty
Atrium to the second floor via the spiral
staircase cannot help but be confronted by
the gaping hole in the · wall of the
intricately planned and -designed structure
of the new buildifl't The space is the
future home of the Columbus School of
Law's chapel -- the only space in the
building yet to be completed.
The roughed-in construction
space, at one time designated, somewhat
unceremoniously, by a sheet of xerox
paper taped to the wall on which "chapel"
was printed, has caused concern on the
part of some students and faculty.
Donna Sauer, President of the
Guild of Catholic Lawyers, a student
organization which seeks to inform the
legal profession through the Catholic Faith,
remarked, "As far as I know, [the chapel]
is the only part of the building not even
started. My first thought was, 'Isn't this
important?'"
This sentiment was shared by
other student leaders, including Andy
Rivas, President of Advocates for Life.
"My first impression was that of
disappointment," Rivas said.
Both Sauer and Rivas wondered
aloud whether the priorities of the Catholic
University of America's law school "were
in the right place."
Some students have speculated
the incomplete chapel is actually part of a
cynical fundraising scheme. By leaving
the chapel undone, it is suggested, donors
and alumni attending the October
dedication ceremonies might be prompted
to give more money for its completion.
Dean Ralph Rohner, when asked
about the speculation of a fundraising
scheme, disavowed any such plan, but did
acknowledge that the chapel's unfinished
status could be an unintended help to
ongoing fundraising efforts.
Rohner explained that fundraising
for the chapel, although appropriated, has
not yet been backed by cash donations.
The Dean also said he plans a
"fundraising tour" for the chapel in the
near future and if donors are inspired to
give beforehand, it would make that task a

See, page 2
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Plans for Dedication are Well Underway
Eric E. Menge
First Year
Day

institutes, journals, programs, and student
organizations starting at 5:00PM. In
addition, building tours will be given from
10:00AM to 3:00PM.
The Dedication Convocation, the
main dedication ceremony for the law
school building, is scheduled for 12:00
noon on Saturday, October 1st, with a
reception after the ceremony. Invitations
will be sent to all law students when the
mail folders are installed.
A special mass will be given in
the St. Vincent's Chapel at 4:00PM on
Saturday on the occasion of the dedication.
Building tours will also be conducted on
Saturday from l :00PM to 4:00PM.
The Dedication Dinner and Gala is
also scheduled for Saturday, October 1st in
the Keelty Atrium. The dinu,r is black tie
optional and, after the meal, the: Benjamin
T. Rome Schoo', of Music will present a -"
brief musical review. Tickets for this event
cost .-$150 .,apiece.
~
· ~- - -

Although classes have been in
session more than a month, the new law
school building has not been officially
dedicated. The Office of the Capital
Contributions Campaign has scheduled a
number of formal dedication activities
from September 29th to October 2nd.
The ceremonies start on Thursday,
September 29th when the Student Bar
Association and Dean Ralph Rohner are
hosting a semi-formal dance titled "An
Evening of Appreciation for Classes of
1986 through 1998" -- a gesture of
gratitude to recent alumni whose tuition
dollars helped finance construction of the
new facility. The dance starts a 8:00PM
---~· in the Keelty Atrium in the new law
school building.
~. ·.
.~ ·~ - ~· ~:-:
On Friday, September 30th,
ceremonies begin with the dedication of
su nd ay,fOchtobelr 2nd will see an ., A;.o~g th~ places
thi.ngs be·d:dic-~~ed a~ ~fuci~i' ~ere~onies ~in few
the Walter A. Slowinski Courtroom at open house o t e aw school from .
.
,
• • · ',
·, -d ··
10:00AM to 3 :00PM and the dedication of. : wee~ 18 t~~ ~~~~ ,0 ',~o~u~b~s . oli.~ard, named after the_!raternal order
10:00AM; the dedication of the Rev.
la\!"SCb,?o.l ?n"
William J. Byron, S.J. Auditorium and .the Knights of Columbus Courtyard- at ' of ~ath~bc laymen who ~-~Y.~ ~~~,· ~~n~.rous benefa':!or::1,f~
, Un•~e~_
~i,7 1'~e~~,c~~!1~.~~~(~chool of Law take~·•~ na!_ile'f'romibe oraer:
delivery of the Pope John XXIII lecture by 3:00PM.
Father Byron, immediate past president of
From page
>·.,·· .-'_' '., · :· .': · "',r~J-: comp1;'1('J J)~ lt:~ em~~tr; : : corf ~ -:
the Univeristy, at 2:00PM; and the celebrat~;,v:~~~~s~~!~~: f;l~cs~!~:
·
' ' · ·. · ··· ·. · 'to Rohner. , , . ... . "~ .. . '•
dedication of the Judge Kathryn J. Dufour of well-planned events later in the CHAPEL
semester in wl}ich all students, faculty, and ·
Consecration of the completed
Law Library at 4:00PM.
bit easier.
chapel by His Eminence James Cardinal
Friday ends with receptions for staff could participate were in order.
Though some student leaders and Hickey, Archbishop of ~ashington, D.C.,
c.
.
,.
.
.
was delayed · from .mid-semester to next
~· 1aculty ,have ·, expresstd ·'disappointment
,, '. .. ','·· '· ; •~, ,. ·,• ,•.•,. , ,. . · .
over ' 'the unflnished 'chapel, •·tfiey "':did " ',,sem~~!~~C:':;,~.,,: 1> " ~"'M ' 5¼- c,!~L ;::;~,: ,
• ,
•
~ - •
••
.a... ~1.
-'--'d .,_,..,_.._ i.-..J . • • . , , •
ardrnai H\clcey, wno aIS.Q serves_
· ~ ·- ,.. .' .; • ,..r-. ~ ~ rc1~ghnct·ew;;than"°eydo' Wuut . .•kliilll".1. ucave.Alt•i~n:e':
Chancellof "ci'r1the· tinW~t~i'fy; wilftiu'e'
· ne qu1c y -- .a. sent1ment- . '
shared by law school officials.
to attend the dedication of the new
Rohner explained that the delay is building in October, but had to change his
a simple matter of design holdups, along schedule t? attend a gathering of cardinals
with a desire not to act "precipitously" in at the Vat1can. .
.
•. . •
_
relation to a sensitive issue ·like the design· .
In a . i:el~~a · •'matter,:: • Rohner
of the chapel.
, ,
.. ,
;.;
. . confirmed that the law school will comply
Giving an indication of just how with University policy requiring that all
potentially sensitive the issue may be,
classrooms d~s~lay a Crucifix in the near
Rohner repeatedly referred to the space as future, explarnrng that the law school is
the "meditation room", a classification waiting to receive specifically designed
which, when asked by Judicial Notice
and approved Crucifixes from the
caused concern with some Catholic faculi; University.
and students.
Rohner volunteered, however, that
Rohner explained that progress on Crucifixes, or possibly just crosses, will be
the chapel was slowed because of an displayed in law school classrooms in the
overriding desire to include input from all
interim.
interested persons and groups on the
It has been reported to Judicial
design and use of the space.
Notice by some faculty sources that some
Associate Dean fo~ Student non-Catholic members of the faculty
Affairs Leah Wortham, responsible for object to the display of Crucifixes, despite
overseeing construction and transition
the Catholic heritage of the law school and
adds that the delay was caused by th; the University' s long tradition of
congested work schedule of the
displaying Crucifixes.
designer/consultant Frank Kacmarcik a
Despite assurances from Rohner
well-known and sought-after designe; of and other law school officials, the delay in
Catholic architecture.
actually placing Crucifixes in the
Wortham informed Judicial classrooms of the new building has raised
Notice that the design drawing was
concerns among concerned Catholic
members of the faculty and student body
completed just last week and the
that the law school may bow to pressure
construction bidding process is still
underway.
from a few non-Catholic members of the
faculty to abandon the Crucifix tradition.
Construction of the walls and
pews is expected to be completed for
Most of these individuals are
. general use within a month, while
however, willing to give law school
administrators the benefit of the doubt and
completion of commissioned art pieces and say they will wait to see what happens in
religious sacramentals will not be the months ahead.
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Catholic
Lawyers

Regular Meeting
Every Friday
8:30AM

Refreshments.
Fellowship.

Judicial No,tice .

The Sun's Spell
At lef~: One has to wonder if it is the rays of sunlight
~cadmg through the wi~dows in the library which have put
this student to sleep, or Just the reading material. Below:
One can get plenty of sun on the school's spacious grounds.

Stuclent Groups Offer Host of Activities
Happy .a~-~-~-

article profiling the Legal Aid Society of LALSA board to verify that your name Vice-Chancellors of Intraschool
the District of Columbia in the next issue
and phone number is on the tentative Ellen Bryant
of Judicial Notice.
LALSA phone list. If it is not, please add Patrick Murphy
• During the first few weeks of it by Friday, September 23rd, since this Erin Reilly
school, we will be conducting a survey
list will be distributed to all members.
regarding your views about public interest
Also, "bio" sheets will be available Vice-Chancellor of Dean's Cup
law and what you want from SPIL. Please
Monday, September 20th; please pick one Erin Loughney
Anonymous Submission
take time to fill out our survey. Your
up and return it to the LALSA mailbox.
The Women's Law Caucus, . views will help to shape the direction of
Vice-Chancellor of Sutherland Cup
Amnesty International, The Latin
SPIL.
Adrian DiCianno
~erican Law Student's_ Association, ~d,.':,.
'
We ne~cl a lqt ,of help!!! If you .
Phi ,t\(p,ha Delta are hav.mg a happy. hour
are , interested, please eontact Co-Chairs .· .
Students may also contact the
office o{ the Moot Court Board by calling
on Fiiday, _~epterp.~er)~th..:J?,9'\. ,),: .. · _;_, _, Elisab¢$. :Kehoe (3D) arid Angela Bart ',"
(2D). You can also drop a note in our
319-5153.
mailbox, located to the right of
Rainey Ransom
Cappuccino Express, near the Student
Third Year
Organizations' offices.
Day
Check out our bulletin board for
•
curre_nt infonnation about public interest
For the benefit of students who
'law and what SPIL is up to.
plan to participate in moot court activities,
Donna Sauer
the following is the current listing of the
· Elisabeth
Kehoe: -: ·
Third Year
1994-1995 Moot Court Executive Board.
Third Year
Day
Any of these persons may be contacted
Day
with ·any questions regarding moot court
The Guild of Catholic Lawyers
matters.
Students for Public Interest Law
has begun its Friday morning meetings.
(SPIL) had its first i:neeting on · August
Watch for signs to find out the location.
1 Chancellor
JuJie Ortiz
31st.- Ii went·very well. <We ·now· have a : ,
Time is always 8:30AM, and donuts and
Rainey Ransom
. , Second Year
treasurer, Beth Norton· {!D)" ·arrd ~two · •·,
juice are plentiful.
Day
secretaries, Johanna Boyle (1D) and ··
We have speakers on various
Vice-Chancellors of Administration
Denise Whisenhunt (ID). •
topics every other week, and we have a lot ,
The year's first Latin American Patrick McPherson
We are planning various activities
of great activities planned. Come and find
Law Student Association (LALSA) Sarah Snyder
for this year. ·10 February: we will have
out how you can be a Christian and a
organizational meeting was held on ·
our annual auction to~raise money • for
lawyer in the decade of the 90's.
September 7th, 1994. Approximately 17 Vice-Chancellor of Treasury
summer funding for students wlio choose
The Guild would also like to
Tim McCook
members attended and feasted on pizza.
to work in public interest law.
encourage all members of the law school
Officers Kevin Deeb (President),
There will be various workshops
community to attend the Opening of the
Julie Ortiz (Vice President), Dave Morales Vice-Chancellor of Soapbox
on topics such as, finding summer public
Law School Mass, to be held in the space
(Secretary), and Sean Perez (Treasurer) Letitia Wiggins
We will also sponsor
interest jobs.
on the third floor reserved for the future
discussed events for the upcoming year,
discussions with public interest attorneys.
chapel, at 5:15PM on Wednesday,
which include a panel discussion on the Vice-Chancellor of St. Ives
Check our board for details!!!
September 14th. Father Raymond O'Brien
current Cuban refugee situation, Tamara Burchill
On October 21st-23rd, we will
will be the celebrant.
ne~orking with Hispanic attorneys,
attend the annual NAPIL (National
Also, the Guild wishes to remind
sending representatives to the National Vice-Chancellor of Miller Cup
Association for Public Interest Law)
everyone that the annual Red Mass will be
LALSA Moot Court Competition, Tonia Kennedy
Conference. The Conference will be held
held on Sunday, October 2nd at St.
fundraising, and, of course, a party.
at the Washington College of l:aw at the
Matthew's Cathedral here in Washington,
Friday, September 16th LALSA is Vice-Chancellor of Trials
American University here in Washington,
D.C. Watch for signs announcing where
co-sponsoring
a happy hour with Amnesty John Dechaine
D.C.
to sign up and purchase tickets for the
International and the Women's Law
Plans are also underway to start a
brunch following the Mass. Let's have a
Vice-Chancellor of Interschool
Caucus ·· don't forget!
series for Judicial Notice profiling public
large turnout again this year, just as we've
Members, please check the Maribeth Raffinan
interest attorneys. Look for our first
had in previous years.

Set ·. F ot Fri(lay .

t,;ontacts For
Moot Court

SPIL in gear

Guild begins
morning event

for semester
C:

..

I" ..........

·.LALS,A kicks
off ·new year

September 14, 1994
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SBA Pushes New Volunteerism Campaign
If so, then the Student Bar
Association (SBA) has some relief for
you. In fact, their plan not only benefits
Day
you, but helps its main focus -- people in
Got some free time? Need a the Washington, D.C. community who
break from the books? Need a reminder need your assistance.
that life exists outside your books and our
Beginning in mid-September, the
fine new building? Looking to go beyond SBA will post a volunteer clearinghouse
yourself and help others?
providing a listing of organizations and
--------------------------------Joe Gomes
Second Year

Advocates for Life
Host Health Forum
While most ofMalloy's one-hour
presentation focused on the discussion of
health care reform, the last 15 minutes was
Day
devoted to comments about events in
Cairo, Egypt at the International
The Columbus School of Law · Conference on Population and
Advocates for Life sponsored a Development being sponsored by the
presentation by Miss Maureen Malloy, United Nations.
Senate Jiason for the National Right to
Malloy passed out to audience
Life Committee, this past Wednesday, members a photocopies of an official cable .
September 7th in an event held in Room that was sent from the U.S. State '
204 of the new law school building. The Department in Washington, D.C. to all of .
successful event featured Malloy's the U.S. embassies all over the world.
observations on the fate of health care The communique, which -was sent in ;
reform legislation pending in Congress.
March, contradicted the recent assertions
"Time is running out on health by Vice President Al Gore that the United
care reform this year," explained Malloy States govemmel!t ~as . no iptentions of
·
· ·
during her presentation.
trying' to est\lbltsh . a fun_daJll~ntal
According to Malloy, Congress is international right to abortion.
forced to keep this legislative sessfon'short
The outgoing cable was classified
because elections are in early November by the State Department as an "Action
and most Members of Congress have to Request" that instructed U.S. embassies to
get back out on the campaign trail as soon approach the leaders of other countries and
as possible.
inform them of our priorities for the
She also pointed out that, because upcoming conference. According to the
there are so many proposals and so little cable, an "overall priority" for any
consensus on any of the health care document promulgated at the Cairo
packages, logic would dictate the need for Conference would be language that
many more negotiations between the promoted access to abortion.
various groups that have formed in the
In part, the cable reads: "The
House and the Senate. To pass a bill this United States believes that access to safe,
session, these negotiations would have to legal, and voluntary abortion is a
occur immediately. Malloy observed that fundamental right of all women. The
was not a realistic expectation given the current text, although it notes the high
growing number of Americans wanting mortality levels and serious maternal
health care reform to wait until next year.
health problems associated with unsafe
Still, Malloy said her organization abortion, is inadequate as it only addresses
was gearing up for any sort of action that abortion in cases of rape or incest. The
might unfold in Congress in the coming United States believes that the global
weeks, pointing out that for some senators community should work to reduce the
and representatives the failure to pass such
demand for abortion by eliminating the
legislation would be extremely damaging
unmet need for family planning services.
in the fall elections.
However, the United States delegation will
If the White House does make
also be working for stronger language on
one last, big push it would probably come
the importance of access to abortion
in the Senate, she theorized. The Senate services."
would probably try to adopt a plan that is
At the conclusion of Malloy's
already in the House, like the Rowlandpresentation,
she let it be known that the
Bilirakis plan -- a bi-partisan plan of
National Right to Life Committee was in
limited and targeted private sector reforms
need of volunteer help, especially from the
fashioned by Republicans and conservative
area's law students.
Several students
Democrats.
inquired
about
volunteering
their time as
According to Malloy, the Senate
the
evening
ended.
Others
interested in
would have to adopt an already existing
helping
can
make
inquiries
by
leaving a
plan because
new plan would force
message
in
the
mailbox
of
Advocates
for
further negotiations between the two
Life.
chambers for which there is little time.
Andy Rivas
Third Year

I

a

activities in i,.eed of volunteer assistance.
run the awards ceremony).
The genesis for the volunteer
Ramsingh emphasized that the
clearinghouse is for law school clubs and
clearinghouse is the SBA Board and their
desire to encourage more Columbus
individuals.
She noted that not all
School of Law students to get involved in
students are active in a student
community service activities.
organization but that many may want to
"We want to encourage CUA-Law
pursue a volunteer project on an individual
members and organizations to participate
basis.
in community service activities," said
In essence, the clearinghouse will
Omyra Ramsingh (2D), SBA Board
provide varied volunteer opportunities to
Member, and a member of the SBA's
choose .from, opportunities compatible
Community Service Committee.
with a club or person's interest and time.
"So we decided to compile a list
A more fulsome list of
of organizations in the D.C. area who
::>rganizations and activities in need of
really need volunteer assistance and then
volunteers will be posted on the
make that information available to the
Community Service Bulletin Board by
mid-September.
CUA-Law community."
The cleariQghouse will be posted
'(If you know of an organization
on the "Community Se~ice Bulletin
or · ·activity :lookfog · for volunteers,"
Board," to be located in the first floor
continued Ramsingh, "putlthe information
lounge. A clearinghouse .binder of ,· in-the SBA m:ailb,ox antl w,e'll include it in
volunteer activities will also be kept in the
the · clearinghouse 'and post it on the
SBA office for club and indivjdual
Community S~ ice B~lletin Board."
perusal.
SBA's efforts to encourage
The clearinghouse will inclu~e a
volunteerism coincides with the American
host of volunteer ~pr~~c}s, :av;;,.ilablf (o~ , : Bar ~ 'sso,cia~i~n: s'. (~BA) r;ecent initiatives
adoption by organizations or"fadivichiak 'td ltBk*members to ·"provtde leadership in
Volunteer activities will include
alleviating society's chronic ills."
semester or year-long opportunities
In the September !l994 edition of
(similar to the adopt-a-school programs
the ABA Journal, ABA Ptesident George
which the Black Law Student Association
E. Bushnell wrote, "Lawyers can -- and
(BLSA) and the .Asian Pacific American
must -- provide the necessary leadership
Law Student Association (APALSA) are
and conscience to move our nation, to
currently involved with).
address our nation's · most serious
•·
: A}!:-Q.. vl!iJ.a!;?.Ict:~ilk be s,tiprt !Q!Jll .gr~n.,,s...AH lawyers c~ -- and must -_.ang one•d4Y :vents .~ pich. requir~. oitly • be ,.Paft; of this leadership, in our
t emporary · assistance, ,:•. su~h
! the hometowns and cities, in our places of
upcoming Special Olympics competition worship, schools, and neighborhoods."
on October 24th (10 volunteers needed to
Got some free time?

as

-

RE: SBA -CUPS
Official SBA cups are now
available from the SBA office
in Room 110 (just off of the
Student Lounge).
Note: These are the only
cups which are allowed
in the library or classrooms.
They are only $3.00 each.
If you need one, come see us.
1
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Rohner Offers Greetings And Suggestions
I'll be an obvious (but
moving) target as I wander about. Don't
hesitate to stop me to introduce yourself,
ask anything you think I can answer, or
just tell me what's on your mind.
. I hope to do this column
regularly through the year, and will
concentrate on "big picture" matters that
may not appear elsewhere in Judicial

Ralph Rohner
Dean

Columbus School of Law

This was drafted for the first
issue of Judicial Notice, but somehow got
lost en route. Sorry about that. But my
greetings and welcome remain the same.
Of the many reasons to
appreciate the new building, the best
one, I think, is that it brings us all
together under one roof. This should

Notice.
·

Dean's Column
with Dean Ralph Rohner
enhance our sense of community and
communication; it will be much easier to
know and talk to one another.
Instead of having to trek
from Keane to Leahy, I can now expect
· to see and speak with students ( and
faculty and staff) everytime I walk
around the building. And vice versa.

The Building: Finishing Touches
So far everyone seems very
happy with the new building ( especially
the air conditioning!). We now have the
challenge of makir.g the building work
for us -- to be a comfortable, supportive,
stimulating site for legal education.
Meanwhile, there are some
features that still need finishing, and
we'll get that work done as quickly and
as inobtrusively as we can.
Most obviously, the space for
the meditation chapel on the third floor
still needs work; this is because the
chapel design and construction were
handled as a sub-project on a little later
timetable.
The chapel should be
available for use within a few months.

Sometime later this academic
year we expect the District of Columbia
government to begin the overhaul of
John McCormack Road.
This will
involve laying a whole new roadbed,
repaving and landscaping, and a bike
path.

I dread thinking of the
construction phase for this work, but

certainly look forward to a more
attractive and serviceable roadway.

my last year in the Dean's Office. (It
has been 8 1/2 years, long enough.) I'm

' looking forward to returning to the
teaching faculty and to seeing the school
We are scheduled for our continue to advance "under new
periodic accreditation inspection by the
American Bar Association and the I management."

Accreditation Inspection

Association of American Law Schools '
A dean search committee
during the Spring 1995 semester -- was formed last year and is actively
probably during the first week in April. soliciting and evaluating candidates. In
A team of practitioners, due course, a number of candidates will
librarians, and law teachers will spend be invited to visit and meet with the law
about three days here, looking at every school community.
aspect of our operations.
I urge you to take advantage
This is a stimulating of whatever arrangements are made to
opportunity not only to be evaluated, but gather student reactions to the
for us to evaluate ourselves. Under a candidates.
faculty steering committee, we are
engaged in an extensive "self study" of The Building Again: Stewardship ·
our strengths and weaknesses, of our
Every single person in the
short and long term goals, and of the law school community -- students, faculty
actions planned - to get us to our and staff, alumni, friends and donors -objectives.
has an ownership interest in this
This really is the focus of the building. YOU' students in particular are
accreditation visit: to assess how clear investing through your tuition in a
and realistic are our educational goals building you should be proud of.
and how successfully are we
It would be tragic, and
accomplishing them. There will be intolerable, to let this beautiful place be
opportunities for student input to that trashed, -abused, or run down by
process.
thoughtless or selfish conduct. I ask
The students will also have each of you, therefore, to take on an
chances to meet and talk with the obligation of stewardship toward the
members of the inspection team while building -- to do everything you can to
they are here.
We will keep you keep it clean, secure and intact -- and to
informed of dates, schedules, and other demand the same obligation of
details as they are confirmed.
stewardship from your fellow students.
-Enough for now. All best
Jean Search
Most of you know that this is wishes in the new school year.

oyentng of Law school Mass
wednesday, seytember 14th, 1994
5:15PM

Third Floor, chayel area
celebrant: Reverend Raymond c. O'Brien
come and he~ us get the new year off to ayroyer start.
Remember, all we do here and everywhere should be for the glory ofGod.
There is no better way to affirm that sacred yuryose than to celebrate the Holy sacrifice of the Mass.
DEUS MEA LUX EST -- GOD IS MY LIGHT
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Adinis~jpn"lo High~Court Bar A:Traditiol1
J

H':

'.. - : ,. Jolln F;1Lora·-"'_

: ,to·the bari: The €hief Jtistice reviewftne 'grave·to bury the Dred Scott decision was
attorneys' -applications as the Clerk of the
(in the ·admission of Mr. Rock) dug; and it
Court asks each to rise in tum. (It's an ·yawned ·there, wide open, under the very
for Acadeioi~ -~ffairs , ,'. ,, 1
awesome feeling,-· ·hearing one's ·name
eyes of some of the judges who had
:•, - ~ I ' .. ;. •
M_embers of the incoming-clas_s pf - intoned,in-that historic chamber as all nine
participated in the judicial crime against
. Another
democracy and humanity."
I 994: Put this in the category.of.thinking - members of the Supreme Court cast a
reporter noted that "the faces of some of
ahead -- and mark your calendars now. In ·wary ,eye upon one.)
the older persons present at the ceremony
six or seven years the~dean will write to
Following the swearing-in, a
were knotted in rage."
-you to invite you to become a member of reception is held in the ornate Supreme
the bar of . the Supreme Court of the Court western reception room. As a
The world and the law have
United States.
general rule, a number of JustiGeS join the
changed since Ms. Lockwood and Mr.
Rock took the same oaths that our group
Membership in the Supreme reception to offer congratulations to the
now takes each year. Yet in some ways
Court bar is a prerequisite to arguing a new admittees. In recent years we have
been joined, inter alia, by Justices the law has not changed at all.
case there; further, members of the bar
receive any number of wonderful lifetime
O'Connor, Ginsburg, Scalia, and Thomas.
Throughout two centuries of
Legends pertaining to admissions division, shifts, attempts at court-packing,
to the Supreme Court bar, as well as debate and constitutional crisis, a modicum
Catholic University connections to the of wit has always been considered an
. Court, are many and colo~l.
essential accoutrement for the successful
The Supreme Court'first convened Supreme Court advocate. One traditional
and admitted lawyers to its bar in February court legend concerns the infamous
of 1790. During the Court's firstterm, 27 Jeremiah Wilson, an attorney who was
lawyers were admitted. Among that first said to have appeared before the Supreme
group were a senator and nine members of Court of his time more than some
the House of Representatives, all in New Solicitors General. On one occasion when
York to attend the second session of the he began an oral argument with an
first Congress. The admission standard for elaborate opening string of citations, he
the 33 Catholic University alumni, faculty, was interrupted by a Justice who stated
and friends of the University admitted to indignantly that Mr. Wilson ought to take
the High Court at our first swearing-in it for granted that the Court knew some
ceremony on December 16, 1991, was elementary law. To this, Jeremiah Wilson
Special Guest Column
precisely the same as for the original 27.
replied:
"Your Honor, that was the
with Dean John Lord
Only l 00 women were admitted mistake I made in the court below."
to the Court during its first 131 years.
Now that the Supreme Court
benefits. Among these is "prime" seating The first was Belva A. Lockweed, of the
swearing-in has become a regular event on
directly. behjnd -tlJ_e t adyQc~teli.. for-J all District of Columbia •Bar, who was the law school calendar, we hope to be
Ja,T.$111!.epts, ~ we.ltas·~nlimited use of the admitted in 1879. A full quarter of those
able to regale a futuie group of alumni and
library of the ·Supreme· €ourt,. onei:0f,,fu~ .first l00•women ,were,fr.omthe District of friends ·with':' onr own tales or' first
best facilities · in the nation. (Imagine Columbia, no doubt partly due to the fact
appearances before the Court.
shepardizing a case next to Justice Souter that one of the few law schools in the
at one of the 18-foot mahogany work - nation to admit women was here in the
CUA and the Supreme Court
stations!)
. District.
r
. The Columbus School of Law has
1
As of this writing, members of
Dr. ]:oho S .• Rock, an . ardent
d . h
a 1ong an . nc connection to the Supreme
·
•,
•
. he bar do not yet have access to the abolitionist, ~~~ \ tpe l. first 5bJ~ck _JIJ..!ID · Court.
;
'·
~ asketball court two floors above the admitted to the Supreme Court Bar, in
Vernori Miller, an early dean of
l~brary, on the 5th floor of the Court -1865.
He is credited, through h,is
often referred to the "highest court in the admission, wjtn hasteping )he'! demise lof . .,th.~,law s5hool, ~~ 1 "seo-epno/" tq Ju_St ice
,_ ,
,,
"
· · B11tler . in, th,e'; 1920s. : Karen · Hastie
land." But we're hoping this will change. the sliamefiil "Dred Scott'' decisioff of
,
Williams (Class of '73), was only the third
The law school began sponsoring
1857.
Rock wrote to Massachusetts
an annual Supreme Court swearing-in Senator Charles Sumner in 1864, asking person of color ever to serve as a Supreme
Court Clerk, for Justice Thurgood Marshall
event in 1991. Since that time, several for his assistance in obtaining admissiQn,
,,
· in 1974. She was also among the first
pundred alumni of The Columbus School but was informed that nothing could be
,
group of women ever to serve in the
~f Law have become members of the done while Chief Justice Rog~r Taney, the
capacity of clerk.
~upreme Court bar. The next swearing-in author of "Scott," was still on the bench.
Taney died in the.late 1864, and Ro~k was ·
John Leahy (Class of 'SO), firS t
will take place on May 16, 1995.
At the ceremony, Professor Urban promptly admitted.
editor of the Catholic University Law
.
Lester, speaking to the full court, requests .
, A reporter from the New York Review, performed what is to this day
referred to · as "th e hat trick." Upon
that the members of the group be admitted Tribune wrote of Rock's admission: . "The
•

_.,. ,.

Assistant Dean'·

1

r_

'. •

,.

.1

graduation from law school Leahy clerked
for Judge Edward A. Tamm in the District
Court, then for Judge Charles Fahey on the
D.C. Circuit, and then went on to serve as
Supreme Court Clerk to Justice Harold H.
Burton. In the office next to Leahy was
another young fellow named William
Rehnquist, who was clerking for Justice
Robert H. Jackson at the time. Mr. Leahy
and the Chief Justice maintain cordial
relations to this day.
Judge Charles Fahey was
something of a mentor to John Leahy.
Fahey was an adjunct professor here at the
law school, teaching administrative law
between 1949 and 1951. Following a stint
as General Counsel to the Supreme Allied
Commander of the Allied Expeditionary
Force and a term as alternate U.S. delegate
to the United Nations, he went to the
General Counsel's office at the National
Labor Relations Board and then on to the
Solicitor General's otm:e, where he
became one of the most influential
Supreme Court advocates of this century.
He then served with distinction as a judge
on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit from 1949 - 1967.
A small, quiet, courtly man, it
was said that when Fahey argued before
the court the Justices had to lean forward
to hear him speak, and that he spoke "just
loudly enough to be heard by a majority of
the Court."
Retired Justice William Brennan
chaired the dean's search committee that
·selected Clinton Bamberger to serve as
dean of the law school in f969. Our Inn
of Court is named after retired Justice
Thurgood Marshall. Frank Lorson (Class
of '71) has been at the Court since 1972
and is now Chief Deputy Clerk of the
Court. Professor Steve Margeton, director
of our law library, came to the faculty in
1988 after three years as head librarian at
the Supreme Court.
· While there are many other
connections, inroads, and points of
distinction that might be added, suffice it
to say that alumni and friends admitted·to
the Supreme Court bar become part of a
rich tapestry that interweaves practice,
academia, and the highest court of the
land.
And if you don't know what
"shepardize" means, you will soon. In
fact, by November, you'll be able to do it
in your sleep.

Law School Softball League
A coed softball league has been formed for the benefit of students.
Those interested in playing should contact Jeff Ferrier (Second Year,
Day). The league is scheduled to begin play Saturday, September 17th.
Games will be played on Saturday mornings at facilities near campus.
September 14, 1994
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What is going on?
While we are offered repeated assurances from administrators -- from Dean
Ralph Rohner on down the line -- regarding delays in the design and construction of
the chapel in the new law school building, this delay, coupled with a perceived
reluctance to place Crucifixes in the classroom, gives concerned Catholics some
serious grounds for concern. While both incidents may be innocent and unrelated,
they prompt concerned Catholics to ask: "What is going on here?"
The concern among some Catholic members of the faculty and student body
is that the law school might be backing away from the institution's proud Catholic
heritage and identity under pressure from non-Catholic members of the faculty or,
perhaps, in response to the general tide of political correctness. After all, the strong
traditional moral stands of the Catholic Church are definitely in disfavor with the
academic elites of our day, who have embraced moral relativism and secularism.
It might seem unfair to leap to such a conclusion. After all, the
explanations regarding the chapel's status are certainly plausible and Rohner has at
least · affirmed the law school's plans to honor University policy regarding the
Crucifixes.
But, tragically, there is basis for the wariness among Catholics which leads
to such incidents being read in a suspicious manner. The University -- along with
many other Catholic institutions of higher learning across the country -- has shown
an inclination in recent years to pursue policies at odds with its Catholic identity.
A. case in point is the University's caving in to pressure a few years back
to allow the formation of a student group named SPECTRUM to promote "gay
rights" on campus. The hypocrisy of allowing such a group on campus despite
Catholic teaching on the subject of homosexuality is explained only by unconvincing
administration semantics.
Even the University's actions several years ago to finally rid itself of heretic
theologian Father Charles Curran was the result not of vigilance by University
administrators, but unrelenting pressure from the Vatican and the personal
intervention of University Chancellor James Cardinal Hickey. Left to its own
devices, one can only conclude the University would still have Curran on the faculty,
happily promulgating his errors.
The list goes on and on -- from scandalous liturgies sponsored by a
sometimes wayward Campus Ministry to the allowing on campus of pro-abortion
speakers and even, get this, a bona fide witch professing the virtues of witchcraft.
And so, when visible signs of our Catholic heritage are not forthcoming
-- such as a completed chapel, which should have been a greater priority, or the
delay in placing Crucifixes in the classrooms -- some of us get nervous. Ecumenical
references to the chapel of a Catholic school as a "meditation chamber" do not help
calm us either. Hopefully, our concerns will prove ill-founded.

Editor-in-Chief: Sam Coring. Assistant Editor: James Renne. Editor
Emeritus: Dan Birmingham. News Editor: Eric Menge. Sports Editor: Justin
Daly. Photo Editor: Bill Shiraki. Contributing Editor: Michael Lee. Editorial
Board: Sam Coring, James Renne, Dan Birmingham, Joe Devaney.
Contributors to this issue: Terry Annis, Dan Birmingham, Justin Daly,
Phil Fuller, Joe Gomes, Lorenzo Harris, John Hennessey, Elizabeth Kehoe, Michael
Lee, Katie Lehman, Dean John Lord, Nick Manicone, Eric Menge, Julie Ortiz,
Rainey Ransom, James Renne, Andy Rivas, Dean Ralph Rohner, Donna Sauer, John
Silbermann, and Gino Zavarella.
Editorial Policy: Opinions expressed in items featured in Judicial Notice
do not necessarily reflect the views of Judicial Notice, its Editorial Board, or staff.
All readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor, classified ads, or other
material for publication. Such items should be submitted on 3.5 inch computer disc
in WordPerfect format and may be dropped off in the Judicial Notice office, Room
109, just off of the Student Lounge. Judicial Notice is a student-run publication
relying entirely upon the help of volunteers. If you would like to get involved,
please contact Editor-in-Chief Sam Coring or Assistant Editor James Renne.
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Sound Off
Letters from Our Readers
the school, the upper-division students will
be "new" to the facility when they arrive.
You have far more experience
·navigating the new building, finding where
classes are held, and using the new
Dear Editor:
cafeteria and library than your more senior
Of all the adjustments we've had
brethren.
to make since moving into the new
Here are a few suggestions on
building and starting a new year of school,
how to approach the relatively
the only thing that troubles me is this new
inexperienced second and third-year
policy of having to lug around a standardas they enter into the new
students
issue-oil-can-size mug in return for the
environs.
privilege of being able to drink in class.
l.) Approach them cautiously.
I understand the need to protect
Quality
facilities
may be confusing to
the new table tops and carpets, etc., but
these students and they may react in
this mug policy seems a little illconceived. ·I regret that the persons who unpredictable ways. Speak in soothing
and comforting tones since they might be
opted for this mode of spill prevention
a bit unsure, if not a bit intimidated by the
didn't seek the opinions of those of us
'new space.
directly affected by the policy.
Introduce yourself to them.
My proposal, hopefully not
Welcome
them to the school.
Offer
offered too late, is this: let's turn those
detailed directions to the particularly
laptop cord hole (placed with prescient
foresight at every seat in the main confused looking students. If there is a
classrooms) into cup holders. Hopefully, note pinned to their shirt with instructions
the school still has some funds available on where they should be, take the time to
for changes such as these. We can put read it and bring them to the appropriate
pla~e.
holes in the bottom of the cup holders so
2.) Start an i'Adopt-An-Upperthat laptoppers can have an option to drink
Division-Student" Group. By meeting
or type (or they can do both by simply
periodically with upper division students,
running the cord over the edge of the
you
will be able to ease some of the
table).
uncertainty and trepidation in starting all
The best reason for cup holders is
that we won't all continue to look like over again. They might have questions
drones walking around with huge grey about the new facility that they are too
· mugs. Our books are enough of a load to embarrassed to ask members of the faculty
be carrying around, and the mugs don't or their fellow class-mates.
Cheerfulness and positive thinking
seem to fit right in a book bag.
must
triumph
over confusion and
Simply put, these mugs are a
uncertainty.
Your
motto: "You Can Do
major inconvenience. What are applicants
It!!"
and others touring the school going to
3.) Periodically Check the Old
think when they see several hundred
Facility.
Law students are creatures of
people walking around with these odd
habit and, much like our furry friends
mugs?
If my proposal is unworkable, I from "The Incredible Journey," their autosensory impulses may lead them back to
offer this alternative suggestion: let's
combine our ID's and flash passes with the the cinder-block, plastic environment of
mugs. This way we won 't have to put the old law school. You may see them
waiting quietly outside of Leahy or Keane
down our mugs when entering the building
Hall for the locked doors to open or sitting
at off-hours, we can just tap the mug up
in total darkness in the old student lounge
against the flash post and the door will
wondering where everyone is.
pop open. Similarly, when asked by
Approach them cautiously.
security for our ID's, we can just wave
Gently explain that there is a new law
our mugs at them and be allowed to
school now and invite them to accompany
proceed.
If they are reluctant or
How's that for novel idea, SBA? you to it.
aggressively skeptical, keep a safe distance
John Silbermann
Third Year, Day • and toss random pages of Gilbert's
Commercial Transactions in their
direction. Create a trail of pages that leads
to the new facility.
In most cases, this will be enough
to entice upper-divisiori students to the
, new building. If this method fails, call
Dear Editor:
security. This student may have to be hit
A message to the class of 1998.
with a tranquilizer dart, bagged, tagged,
Welcome to the new Columbus
School of Law at Catholic University. and released into their new law school
habitat.
You begin your law school experience at
4.) Answers to Frequently asked
a truly unique time.
Questions:
Despite your first-year status, you
are in the enviable position of being bone
See, page 12
fide veterans of the new law school
LETTERS
facility. Though you are new students to

Alternative to
cups is needed

Some advice
for first years

Judicial Notice

Tolerance Not Adequate for Race Issues
Michael Lee
Fourth Year
Evening
On May 1, 1992, a disturbed
Rodney King said "Stop making it
horrible." Then he asked all of us: "Can
we all get along?" I wish we could
Rodney.
He said this while the death toll
reached 40 and South Central was a
crucible. We've been trying to deal with
this race thing for generations. Sometimes
it seems like we're going nowhere.
Sometimes it seems like we're going
backwards.

common, and half of the schools, white debated until there's a real fire in our new
students thought black students got special law school, 1 want to focus on another
treatment.
aspect of our response. This one seems so
Even speaking of racism and what nice and so good. It conjures up images
racism is causes conflict. Most black of children of all different shapes, sizes
people see racism as a system or an and colors playing and singing together in
institution, while the majority of white a meadow. We are told that ifwe practice
people see racism as an individual prob- i just this one virtue we will live in
lem. So even before the dialogue gets off , Candyland.
This virtue is tolerance.
the ground, there's misunderstanding. No I Unfortunately, tolerance is the cancer
one is singing off the same sheet of paper kill ing our society. If only this was the
and they never were to begin with.
kind of cancer we_could see. But it is not.
All of this indicates a growing Tolerance is more like a peach pit teaming
tension and di strust between people of with maggots. On the outside, it looks
different races. The American melting pot just like one of Georgia's finest. But bite
has become a salad bar. Everyone is split into it and we will all discover the true
into little white neighborhoods, black meaning of the term projectile vomiting.
neighborhoods, Chinatowns, The Projects.. . A less graphic example might help.
The extent of our society's
Portrait
respome to these problems has been
Fred is sitting at a busy lunch
affirmative action, diversity programs, and
an uprising multicultural agenda. While counter (similar to the one at Silver
the effectiveness of _these attempts can be Diner). He orders a sandwich and fries.

While he's eating, Homer comes in and
sits next to Fred. Homer waits until Fred
is looking and then takes some of Fred's
fries . Of course Fred is sees this and is
seething. Our favorite four letter words ·
float across his mind. Then he's thinking:
"What da hell is this guy doing!? I can't
believe he just took my fri es. Didn't even
ask. What a rude ass mug." But in the
end, Fred says and does nothing.
There was actually a study done
just like the example above. A person
--,..,Jved with the experiment would go
diner and lift some fries from other
~ eating there. If you can relate with
Fred, you're not alone . The study showed
that 90% of all the people acted just like
Fred, they said and did nothing even
though the hidden camera captured their
deadly glares and their obvi.q_us irritation.

See, page.. 1"1
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Clinton Ignores GOP Solutions
Dan Birmingham
Third Year
Day

Civilization
with Mike Lee
Just to illustrate, when Bush was
t9uring the afterma~ of the LA _riots, a
reporter was told this by a newspaper
delivery man who lives in South Central:
"Yeah, they come here taking about
justice. What it really means is just us."
Sounds pretty depressing.
It almost
sounds like the South of the past. Things
haven't really improved much.
Two pairs of statistics will
demonstrate the amount of progress we've
made in this country.

With all the poise and grace of a
pit-bull on crack, Hillary Clinton has once
again managed to shoot her husband in the
foot.
'
Hillary claims that she wants
Americans to have affordable and good
health care. But her all-or-nothing attitude
toward delivering that type of care will
surely doom any real chance at achieving
any kind ofreasonable compromise for the
health delivery problem.
Setting aside the effective market
reforms offered by many Republican
Members of Congress, let's examine some
(

Median Income:
1967
White: $30,570
1967
Black: $18,100
1989
1989

White: $35,975
Black: $20,200

Residential Ownership:
1970
White: 65.4%
1970
Black: 41.6%
1989
1989

White: 67.4%
Black: 42.9%

In addition to the continuing
economic disparity, there is generally a
feeling of distrust among African
Americans. A Time Magazine poll asked
participants why they thought the police
who beat Rodney King were found not
guilty. 12% of the white people attributed
the verdict to racism, compared with 45%
of blacks. .
In April of 1993, US News and
World Report did a cover story on race
relations on college campuses. The results
were shocking. 91 % of newspaper editors
said that self-segregation among blacks is
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Imprimatur Emeritus
with Dan Birmingham
of the hidden bobby traps of the ClintonGephardt plan (the one which currently
mirrors most closely Clinton's government
take-over of one-seventh of the national
economy).
At the outset we should be
vocabularily ·correct. A mandate means a
tax. The Clinton's have been largely
successful at renaming formerly distasteful
words to make them sound more palatable
to the nation.
The Clinton's would like to see

an 80 percent mandate on employers to
cover their employees ' health coverage.
Some anti-business Members of Congress
have no problem with putting a tax on
these supposedly fat and greedy job
creators.
What they do not understand (or
perhaps conveniently "forget") is that this
mandate will not be borne by the
employer. Companies are in business to
make money. When an employer has to
pay an additional payroll tax, that cost will
be passed through to the employee in the
form of lower wages and reduced nonhealth benefits that may be offered by the
employer.
We must ask ourselves, who is
the real sacrificial lamb in this game?
The 80 percent payroll tax will
most likely be passed along to the
consumer. A company manufacturing
widgets will see the cost of making each
widget rise dramatically because of the
increased taxes from government. Will the
company eat those costs out of the
goodness of its heart? Not likely.
We, as consumers, will see prices
rise on everything from belt buckles to Big
Macs (which should concern our somewhat
rotund Commander-in-Chief).
Not only will we see prices go
up, but we will also see unemployment
rise. According to a study done by LewinHVI, Inc., a loss of 154,571 jobs could
take place for the calendar year of 1998 if
the President's health care plan is passed.
Of course, in addition to driving
up unemployment figures, this will have
the effect of taxing other government
services, such as AFDC and home relief.
A vicious cycle would be started.
Clinton claims his health plan will
save money in other government services,
such as Medicaid. When the figures are
examined by the Congressional Budget
Office, however, these assertions just don't
hold up.
Putting Bill Clinton in charge of

any money-saving program is sort of hke
putting Michael Jackson in charge of a
·
day-care center.
We have heard a lot of talk out of
Washington about what we need to pay
for, but there is scant information about
how we are going to finance these
programs.
What are the alternatives?
Many of the problems
encountered by the under-insured have to
do with pre-existing conditions that are not
covered by many insurance companies.
Republicans and Democrats alike agree
that compelling all insurance companies to ·
cover pre-existing conditions is a step in
the right direction.
When Republican Members of
Congress went to their Democrat
counterparts offering such a solution, they
were told this reform must be part of a
larger (read: expensive) package.
Democrats know that without these
common sense solutions as a part of their
own package, any type of pork-ridden bill
that is sure to come from the party of Ted
Kennedy is sure to be doomed.
Tort reform is also another
measure that will help keep health costs
down (my apologies to all of your aspiring.
trial lawyers). Caps on awards will help
to lower medical malpractice premiums
that doctors are forced to pay and pass
along to their patients.
Again, this was met with demands
that it be part of the larger Clinton hyper- ·
bureaucracy plan.
With these types of reforms being
offered by the Republicans and being
rejected by the Democrats, Bill Clinton
calling Bob Dole an obstructionist is sort
of like a frog calling someone ugly.
To quote a famous columnist, if
Clinton gets even half of what he is asking
for, health care in America will be run
with the budget of the Pentagon, the
compassion of the KGB, and the efficiency
of the Post Office.

. A Lesson In Getting Your Facts Straight
I,

Nick Manicone
Second Year

li

Day

I know that writing a column like
this is an act of sheer unmitigated
·, pomposity. The people who undertake it
· must think that they have some special
· insight into the world that no one else has.
· People who feel this way are generally
jerks. "Everybody has an opinion, what
makes me think mine is special?"
Well, for this first column I have
a story, that may be allegorical or may not
but hopefully will be funny.
The other day, I went walking out
of the apartment I had just moved into in
Adams-Morgan to get into my car and
start another typical second-year day of
running around to get very little done. I
was already a little bit on edge, and it was
only eight o'clock in the morning. When
I found my car it had been broken into.
This type of thing had happened
to me before, about a year ago. When I
finally got a replacement for the old stereo
it was one of those with a removable face,
to deter theft. Since then I had gotten
,j ·

complaisent, and forgot to remove it, so
some theif had come along and done it for
me. I was furious. I was starting to feel
like an old hand at this smashed window
game.
I called the cops, and told them,
"I'd like to report that my car was broken
into at 1906 18th Street, N.W." The
dispatcher said a car was on its way. I

The "L" Word
with Nick Manicone
went outside to wait for it. It was 9:00;
and it didn't look like I'd have to miss my
first class.
Come 10:00, I was starting to get mad.
The police hadn't shown. I went back
inside and called them again.
"I know it isp't a murder here,
but it is a felony I'm reporting" (it
sounded right). "I've been waiting here an
hour. What? I already gave you my
address an hour ago. 1906 18th Street,
N.W. Got it? Good."
Back outside. Wait an hour more.
Now its 11 :00, and I am becoming
enraged. Back inside, up the stairs, grab
the phone. "Let me speak to a police

official. Yes. · Sargeant ·Smith? · This •is
Nick ' Mani cone, '1906 18th' Street, N. W.
You know, I pay my truces, I don't break
the law ..." (Two hours waiting for the
police had turned me into a Republican,
and I felt entitled to some extra credit for
being a taxpayer and law-obeyer.) "... and
now I need the police and ... "
I left him with a warning that The
Post would hear from me if the police
didn't show up soon.
Now its twelve.
My Italian
temper had kicked in, writhing purple
veins pumped through my forehead like
anacondas through the jungle foliage, and
I was seeing double.
I went back into my apartment,
(\
called The Post, asked to speak to the
reporter who covered the police scandals
last week, and left a message for her. I
was slightly irrational, but she's probably
used to getting anonymous tips from
people who think the police are bugging
their thoughts, so maybe I didn't sound so
bad. I tipped her off about the goings on
down at Police Headquarters, and told her
to call me if she wanted the scoop.
Then I called Sargeant Smith, and

told him that _rtot only, was hi~ department
·cdrrupt, &ut it was inefficient and st~pid.
.., 1906 i 8TH STREET! i906 18TH
STREET! Can't 'you get that straight?"
Satisfied with myself for having
insulted the police force; Officer Smith,
and 'bis mother, and having implied that I
knew the unnatural reasons cops love their
donuts, I went dowr, to the street to wait
for the lazy stupid fuzz.
Standing on the stoop of my building.
I turned around. The address was right
there. 2906 18th Street.
Lessons?:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

I am not afraid to look foolish in print.
Its important to laugh at yourself.
Check your facts.
Sometim~s, even I can be wrong.

From this column on, I hope to
be the Liberal Terror pJ the Notice. My
firey red. blood will-jfa1n the page with
explosions of arlgry black ink.
But thi§""week, I use my space to
tell you to: tell me when I'm wrong,
check your facts and make me check mine,
know your address before you phone the
police, and, please, don't touch my car.

Clinton Scandals A Lot To Keep Up With
Gino Zavarella
Third Year
Day

Let's assume for a minute that we
all agree with the politics and proposals of
\the Clinton Administration. Let's even
•imagine that we're all Liberal Democrats
deeply committed to our party and to the
Administration's proposals. (I'll do this
even though pretending such a
commitment would cause family and
friends to question whether I was in need
of the sort of commitment that can only be
provided for my mental health
... professionals.)
1
Nevertheless, let's pretend -. because that won't be the only pretense
1 around Washington these day~ .
When campaigning for the
: Presidency, Bill Clinton promised that a
: Clinton Administration would be the most
) ethical administration, the administration
that would set new and higher standards
; for ethics in government. Knowing Mr.
· Clinton, his assertions must have cause
: those close to him to wonder whether he
was a candidate for commitment of the
second kind.
Since I am a Liberal Democrat
committed to the Party Agenda (at least
for the next several minutes) there are
some things that irritate me -- almost as
much as Watergate. And since Watergate
was the hallmark of dishonesty and·
irresponsibility as I burned my draft card,
threw stones at National Guardsmen,
smoked pot, and ridiculed those with
wealth, I'll call everything that irritates me
Gate.
Health-Care Gate: a.k.a. StarChamber policy making. "Where's the
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Ethics?" begins here.
Ira Magaziner
clearly committed perjury when he
claimed that each and every member of the
"advisory group" was employed by' 1 the
government: "only federal government
emplyees serve as members of the
interdepartmental working group." FACA

Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson ruled that , anyone else write-off such expenses? just
a forestry task force had also violated the · what is the true value of used underwear
F ACA open-meeting laws. Is there a and how did Mr. and Mrs. Clinton arrive
· tfattern"deveiopirtg1 ., ~'.• _1. ,.;.!G.;; __,i.fk~ · atl'their vah:iatiotfs? ~Heast-the Clinton's
1'
, < 'tO"')fG. GSA''
Services ·repa1d tn:eiifRSlfohaxe's theyl lradrl't paitl
AdminisfrationsGate -- a fargely unknown when the media brought attention to this
cousin of Health-CareGate.) The Health fact.
Care Advisory group spent at least $4
'White House Security Gate:
million on consultants and about $16 Why did niore· than . ten administration
an9 'YhY
million 'more in consulting fees, s~Iaries ·officials cfaif i:ltug/~lcoho)
and expehses. Why did'thc Administration qu-e tli'ef1tP 'the 1WHite Ht3use'?'- Wliy"do
1 file"d6'ctiirienfs'. Wit& 0GsA:'wh1th1 ciaiAfed 1 ...many. White .House...staffer.s-~d
., that irwas~only"spentlin'g ' ~foo;o~o oftc(he I continue to have ace;~ :,1o~ r5Cjn,~ttjvp
'' task fcjf~e? A,re'tliey that:JS~d at
information without . p~op~r .securi.t< .
" ·Travel Gate: ·Among the ·i11ic1t : clearance?
activities: . document ·removdl,' ' improper :
Whitewater Gate: Sounds and
contact with investigative bodies (FBI), smells iike· ·"Watergate" but · 'has more
nepotism in ,replacing the former travel . ldtters: · ,; None other' tban ' Rep. Barney
.office employees.
. 1.
,.
• ,·,·,
:v
l •Frank 0the1fir§t to"iibte 'that~testitnony
Passport Gate: ; l Campaign by Treasury Secretary . Lloyd Bent's~ii,
Season -- Clinton complains. that , Bush l Deputy 'Treasury ~Se1:?etify;Rlogbr Altman
Administration officials examined passport . and Treasury l'>eparirherlt r- C~uiJ.sel . Jean
records on he and his mother. · Post- , Hansen \Vas in conflict. Why are Mr.
inauguration -- Clinton ·, Administration ' Clinton's assertions , coritradided by his
officials examined the passport records· of 1 own business partner; James McDougal?
100-plus former Bush officials.
Waiter Gate: Also sounds and
.Foster Gate: Where are the ·smells· like "Watergate". Why in the
documents from Vince · Foster's office? world would someone use military officers
Why wasn't the FBI involved, if not in the to carry hors d'oeuvres at a cocktail party?
Park, at other investigative procedures? Is this the way to endear oneself to the
Where was the blood near Foster's corpse? military and to veterans?
Chopper Gate:
Why did
(a gun-shot wound to the head would,
presumably, result in the release of blood.) Administration officials take a · Marine
Where's the bullet?
One presidential helicopter to play golf in
Personal-Income Gate: How did southern Virginia? And who would be
Mrs. Clinton beat the odds so well and stupid enough to use the Marine Honor
amass such a fortune in the commodities Guard as caddies? Why weren't all of
trade -- a percentage gain which the most these people fired?
savvy Wall Street investor rarely, if ever
Barber Gate:
Is it really
makes? Where are the desk, book cases, necessary to have your hair cut on the
See, page 11
couches, and chairs that she "wrote-off'
while head of Legal Aid? Why didn't ·
ZAVARELLA

Gate: ;~<3'eReral

tes~s•

'm_~!li~;. I

l

Right Between The Eyes
with Gino Zavarella
(1972 Federal Advisory Committee Act)
requires public meetings for task forces
which include private citizens/interests. So
far at least 400 non-government employees
have been identified as part of the group.
Among the "government employees"
p[resent were the Robert Wood John
Foundation and the Henry J. Kaiser Family
Foundation. Documents released under
court order from the two foundations
outline an immense profit potential under
the proposals.
And why were there
backdated travel vouchers, some with
evident erasure marks after court
documents were filed?
Forestry Gate: Another Clinton
Administration ethics model. U.S. District

was

t,Q,: • Judi~iaH!!fotiee
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LEE
This is toleration.
Fred is
tolerating Homer. Fred is also doing what
most of us would do. He is sacrificing his
authenticity and his true feelings for peace.
To everyone else in the diner, it seems like
everything is normal and just fine. Even
to people sitting close to Fred. But this
peace is not a real genuine peace. It is a
fake, superficial peace about as deep as the
skin on a peach. We all know what's
inside Fred. We all know that with Fred
feeling this way, only the most ignorant
would say there's peace inside that diner.
There will never be peace until Fred and
fomer talk. But we all know they will
never talk to each othet.
Why do people do this? Because
people would rather live a predictable
oppressive life than an unpredictable one.
If Fred confronts Homer, a lot of things
could happen. Homer could respond with
apology' or war or anything in between.
Fred doesn' t know . .. But if Fred does
nothing, then Homer ·won' t do anything
either. Fred will know the outcome. Most
of us, like Fred, would take the easy way
out and not do anything.

views of slave owners? Would we say, "I
don't really feel comfortable with the idea
of slavery, but I must grow a thick skin
and tolerate the slave owner's views"?
What if all Americans tolerated the view.s
of people who care about the environment?
Would we conveniently label them green
granolas, and be deaf to their opinions?
What if we simply tolerated a certain
ethnic group? Would we just stamp them
with a simplistic label, and be apathetic to
their struggle?
Toleration is a lazy, numbing, and
hopeless approach to pluralism. It is
completely contrary to real civility. The
society that we have built and imposed on
ourselves
requ ires
respons ibil ity,
contribution, and participation. Tolerance
allows us to divorce ourselves from all
three, but even worse, cr~ates the illusion
of a healthy, peaceful society.
So, if tolerance doesn't work,
than what are our alternatives? Fragmentation? Assimilation? War?

No. The only rational choice is
not to look for alternatives to toleration,
but to go beyond it. Instead of just
passively tolerating other people and other
cultures we must engage them.
This
means leaving our particular zones of
comfort (being with friends or family, or
simply being in our own neighborhoods
where we feel comfortable, safe and
accepted) and meeting people who are
different from us where they feel
comfortable. Engagement means we see
people as individuals and not as categories
or colors. And after we have had a chance
to meet them, it means we honestly discuss
issues. We can't be like Fred any more.
If something is bothering us, we have to
speak up. Of course this means that things
won't always be quite as predictable as we
would like, and it means that all of us will
have to hear just as much criticism as we
dish out. And occasionally, there's going
to be the uncomfortable heated moment.
But all of this is a very small price to pay
for a genuine lasting peace.

, In a broader sense, our society has
sacrificed honesty and authenticity for a
cosmetic ' or apparent peace. This peace
we've created is nothing more than a
There are even other
painful joke.
destructive ramifications to tolerance.
Toleration was once seen as the
bastion of a liberal open society. It is
actually the death of. our society.
Toleration leads to trivialization. If we
simply tolerate some one's views and
opinions, we put them on the back burner.
Our minds work too categorically and we
begin to label groups of people.
What it aH Amencans back m
colonial America simply tolerated the

From page 10

ZAVARELLA
runway of a major international airport?
Can't the President of the United States
get an appointment in the salon or at
home?
Cairo Summit Gate: How can
Vice-President Gore stand there and deny
the stated Administration policies and
goals outlined in a document held a mere
thirty feet away in the hands of a-Bishop?
Towel Gate: Why, on the way to
celebrations of the 50th anniversary of ~he
Normandy invasion, did White House
staffers "rip-off' embroidered bath and 1]
hand towels from the staterooms of U.S . .
Navy ships? And why did it take so long
for the Navy to get their towels back?
These behaviors range from the
silly to the infantile to the dishonest.
Psychology was a concern at the
beginning of this column and so we'll end
it that way. Chronic dishonesty does,
certainly, qualify as a mental illness. And
if it' s not dishonest, then what is it?
Perhaps an inability to accept
reality, a permanent state of fantasy .
There's also help available for that disease.

)~~pt~mt,~r-_-J,4, 1994

The

Some would object to this.
concern here is with culture. How can
someone from one culture tell someone
from another culture that they are right or
wrong? This is beyond pretentious, its just
impossible. For example, how can I,
someone from a western culture tell a
person who grew up in India to give the
women who live there equal rights with
men?
Their patriarchal society and
customs are cultural and are just as valid
as anything western culture has come up
with.
·11
This is a summary of a position
called cultural relativism or ethnocentrism.
This school of thought contends that
morals are largely determined by culture,
and therefore it is impossible for people of
different cultures to discuss morals. If this
position is correct, then my theory of
engagement (like the privileges and
immunities clause of the 14th amendment)
1
is effectively strangled in its crib.
I
Lately, cultural relativism has become
1
more
popular, and has been gaining
1

credibility
within
the
academic
community.
Because of its current
prominence, · and because, it would
basically eviscerate engagement, I want to
thoroughly examine it.

Aside: Cultural Relativism
Let's start by restating the
position. Cultural relativism claims that
all moral knowledge and judgment are
based on, and only valid within a
particular culture. That no one from
another culture can fully understand this
one. There are three responses to this.

subject (the limits of Pennsylvania)
requires us to know more than our original
subject. Cultural relativism is similar. It
attempts to impose a limit to our moral
understanding, but by drawing a line to
restrict us, we see the line and necessarily
see beyond it. So at bottom, it is an
inconsistency that's internally folding upon
itself.
There is one final point. Even if
the people who cling to cultural relativism
are still not convinced, I would ask them
to consider a practical reason for rejecting
it. By being a cultural relativist, you are
paying an extremely high price. You will
never be able to learn from, critique or
appreciate another culture: You might
think, big fat hairy deal. Who cares if I
can't critique or appreciate another culture.
It might not seem like much now, but by
being so extreme, you can not be offended
by things like the holocaust. And by
shutting your eyes to other cultures, you
are stuck in, at best, mediocrity and you
will always stay there .. .
So, I see culmr11 relativism to be
philosophically ,.. questionable and
pragmatically suicidal.

First, it is true that different
cultures have different moral systems. But
that observation ends there and is only an
observation. It is descriptively true. But
history and culture provide no basis for
normative inquiry. If we were to ask
some one from a different culture about
one of their particular practices, they
would simply respond by saying that,
"We've always done things that way."
Statements like that provide no meat when
we want to find out whether something
ought to be done. It's important to realize
that there is a big difference between what
our morals are now and what they ought
Back to Engagement
to be. By thinking of ought, we can be
If we truly engage others by
liberated from culture' s is.
looking beyond the confines of our own
Secondly, cultural relativism is
culture, committing ourselves to honest
philosophically unsound.
If moral
and authentic dialogue, then we will
knowledge and moral judgment are · finally see the seeds of a cosmopolitan
culturally determined, then so is the belief
society. From these seeds we will see
in cultural relativism. This is one of those
genuinely good intentions, understanding,
situations that, as soon as we are able to
appreciation and real peace. OK, maybe I
observe the boundary that cultural
have seen The Princess Bride one too
relativistic theory creates, we are able to
many times and I'm just a little too
look beyond it. In other wqrds, when we
idealistic, but I really believe that the
are able to define and behold the circle
changes we need to make in trying to deal
that cultural relativistic theory has created,
with race has to start with individuals and
we necessarily transcend it.
how we as individuals deal with one
The topic is so abstract and
another.
esoteric that there really isn't a suitable
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. said
analogy, but try this one: it's like standing
it best:
in Pennsylvania near the Mason-Dixon
"With this faith we will be able to
Line. Once we observe the border of transform the jangling discords of our
Pennsylvania, we necessarily see
nation into a beautiful symphony of
Maryland. So in being able to define our . brotherhood." I hope we can Dr. King.

....

HAPPY HOUR
Friday, September 16th
Spqnsored by:
Women's Law Caucus
Amnesty International
Latin American
Law Students Association
and
Phi Alpha Delta
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Death Penalty Always ,Crueland Unusual
Elisabeth C. Kehoe
Third Year
Day

;·1·

I was so glad when I watched the
news last night and found out that
·.prosecutors in the O.J. Simpson case were
not seeking the death penalty.
My reasons for this have nothing
to do with thinking that O.J. is a
wonder{ul guy. On the contrary, as a
social work major in college, I learned all
about the psychological problems that
spousal abusers have. If O.J. Simpson is
guilty of murdering his ex-wife and her

From Where I Stand
Elizabeth Kehoe
friend, then he has taken those problems to
an extreme, and he deserves to be held
accountable.
However, he does not deserve to
die for them. Nor for that matter, does
anyone else who has been convicted of an
equally heinous crime.
There are many things that make
me ashamed of the human race. One of

those things is that we feel that we have
Uh huh. Don't even get me
the right to impose the death penalty.
started on Fourteenth Amendment
Oh, yes, the Supreme Court has
violations I see in this situation.
held that the death
penalty is
Let us just leave it as saying
Constitutional, and while I have the
imposition ofthe death penalty i~ violative
highest respect for the Justices, I truly
of the Eighth Amendment because · it is
believe that they dropped the ball on this
both cruel and unusual.
one.
Additionally, punishments are
There is nothing · that I see as
usually intended ,to deter people from
more violative of the Eighth Amendment · comm1ttmg crimes.
Since sentencing
as killing another human being.
someone to death is a punishment, it thus
My version of Webster's defines
follows that it should deter people from
the meaning of the word cruel as,
committing crimes · which would be
"Deliberately seeking to inflict pain and · punishable in this· way.' Isn't this logical?
suffering." I think that it is safe to say
No, no, no, · no, no. It is NOT
that electrocuting someone or injecting that
logical because people who think in this
person with some poison is very much
way are forgetting one thing. Crime is not
deliberate and designed to make the person
a rational act.
suffer (the person dies, for goodness sake).
A potential serial murderer is not
Imposing death on a criminal is
going to sit in an easy chair one night and
also relatively unusual, as more criminals
think, "Hmmm, if I go out and cut up 35
are given life sentences than are sent to
people in the next two months, and then I
death row.
get caught, then I will probably get
Of course there are more Africansentenced to die in the electric chair.
American men sent to death row than
Well, maybe I should not go out and cut
white men, so maybe it is not as unusual
anybody up, I guess."
for minorities to be murdered by our
This is too rational a thought
states.
process for someone to use when

·'

,

considering whether or not · to commit
crimes of the magnitude that would
warrant the death penalty. People who
commit these types of crimes are often
psychotic and do not think about their
·t
crimes in a rational way.
, Finally, once the,jdeatl,J. penalty is
c~ied out, it goes w,ithout sayjng, that it
Cl:111 never, ' 'ever be . u~don~. · If new
evidence , comes to Jight tha,t would clear
the convi~ted criminal's name, well ,J
guess it is just a little bit too late for him
now, isn't it.
What good wi!J, ~ew, evidence do
at this point since the person has already
been executed? At least with a life prison
term, the person could be released if new
evidence became available that would clear
his name.
Again, I restate my relief that O.J.
Simpson will not be sentenced to death if
he is found guilty ..9.f'lnurdering his exwife and her friend.l!l. If he is guilty of
these murder~hen he deserves to be
punished.
However, from where I stand, that
should not ·be the cruel and unusual
punishment' of the death penalty.
1•1
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From page 8
LETTERS
· A.
Yes, the engineers did
calculate the weight of the books in
designing the library. It is not sinking into
the ground. It is not slidi!}g dc?)!Vn,;~e. !Jill_. ·
It is not cracking the foundations.
.
B. Plans to periodically flooq the
front lawn area with water for mock naval
battles is still under discussion at the
highest levels. If these plans are approved,
you will be informed. Naval encounters
will take the place of final ·examinations
for the third year students.
.
C.
No, there are not armed
guards in the towers at each corner of the
courtyard. While the new facility has a
mock court room, the yard is not a mock
prison exercise yard.
The yard is for unstructured
recreation and relaxation. Contrary to the
unsubstantiated rumors that are afloat, Mr.
Brubaker has not taken over the building
and grounds responsibilities.
D. The University is still
considering the topic of lawn-chair and
umbrella rentals for the lawn. Current
plans are to provide lawn-chairs and
umbrellas free of charge to those students
demonstrating bona fide financial hardship.
Those interested must check with Marya
Dennis for details. All appropriate forms

must be completed BCOB on September
30th.
E. Sledding is permitted on the
hills .adjacent to the new facility, yet
during the winter months, students ,will be
required to leave a valid photo ID at the
caf~teria for eac~ food Y-!Y; \lseqpJJµ•o~h:.
Ski wax will not be sold from the vending
machines.
F. Yes, non-CUA iaw students
will be required to sign in before using the
new library. As at other libraries in the
area, those filling out the sign-in sheet are
required to state the purpo~e. of their. jvisit.
To assure compliance, · however,
Catholic University has initiat~ct' ,the
"Purpose . Police" who will patrol the
library. If a non-CUA student has listed
"research" as the reason for their visit and
they are, in fact, studying instead of
researching, they will be asked to leave.
Similarly, those who listed "study" who
are caught doing research · will also be
asked to leave. No exceptions.
I hope that you found this guide
on how to approach upper-division
students and how to answer some, of th~
more commonly as.ked questio11:s regarding
the new school to be helpful. · Good !µck
in yQur first year!
John Hennessey
Thir,d Year, Day.
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As a former 'Chairman of the
Honor Board (1992- I 993 'and l 993-1994
. academic years); I
pleased with this
development.

'

Fourth Year
' - Evening
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For the first time since the
establishment of the Honor Board of The
Columbus School of Law, reports of the
cases presented throughout the year to the
Honor Board are being published for the
benefit of the law school community in
Judicial Notice, pursuant to Section VII,
Paragraph C of the Rules of Professional
Conduct _for Law Students (the Honor
Code).

Honor Board Report
The Honor Board has always
f>perated in a clandestine nature. While
this mode of operation was helpful in
preserving the integrity of persons
absolved of a complaint, as well as
protecting the identity of persons "found
involved" in complaints, that secrecy has

Ask-' the Hon.o r Board
- '
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~- -" ;U~c!~r ,._ the Rules of
Professional Conduct for Law Students
a.k.a. the Honor Cod_e , the Honor Board i~
·now permitte,d,;, t9 yublish , articles -in
Judicial ~~£i~5\ 1\~qyt_~~ Rul~~ ,':f.o_r:,tli.~
purpose of educating the student body or
m:- response_ to_ questions raised e y !!J-embers of- thy lawJ CAC!QL<,ommwtlty.'!
In light of that, the Board has
agreed that we will attempt to run a
· regular column in Judicial Notice to serve
this dual purpose. Yet, the key to this
becoming a true sezvice is if students make
I/ us aware of what their con ~·
are.- lf"'f' :
' .
·
.. ~ !!, ~ p
The current m
~ .of the ·
Honor Board are David DeFazio (2D)
Emily Eakes (2D), Katie Gibbons (2D),
Katie Lehmann (3D), Jim Sullivan (20):
and Tammy Toole (2D).
_

A.$k Th~ Honor Board _ l t ·.J
The faculty advisors are ·
Professor Clifford Fishman and Professor
Margaret Barry. The designated dean is
Assistant Dean for External and Student
Affairs Leah Wortham.
The Honor Board and Student
Bar Association (SBA) share an office
which is located adjacent to the student
lounge in Room 110. Our phone number
is 319-5154. Our mailbox is located
outside the door with all of the other
student groups.
Any anonymous concerns or
"hypotheticals" that someone would want
to be addressed in this column cait be left
in that mailbox if a student is apprehensive
about approaching a member of the Board.
The substantive topic I would
like to address is notifying the law school
about criminal charges or convictions.
Under Section ill. F. of the Rules, it is a
violation-not to report a pending criminal
charge or conviction (other than a minor
traffic violation) to the dean's office.
"Notification of Law School
about Criminal Charges and Convictions"
on page 140 of the _ law school
·Announcementsreminds applicants that the
law school application requires a listing of
such pending charges . and criminal
convictions. This notification says that the

I

~

·require~ent1 continu~s throughout one's
,law school c~eertlµ"ough graduation. The
section . says whkh kinds, of charges or
convictions could have~ consequence in
the law school and which would not. (The
full text of the Notification requirement is
rep1?1lted a~ ¢.e end thjs col~mn.)
, , 1 , _ , T}tls i;~p,o~ing is,, made !o tµe
Dean s office, not the Honor Board, but
nean~Wortharrrcouid-Teferto the Board a
situation where a student failed to make
the required report within a reasonable
time.
..
Dean Wortham reports
receiving three such reports in the last
year. In all three cases, the student was
~t~d thel.tvP
~
-of violation involved woul~
" •' !I:::!_ j \ ~~
I I
. · ve nu o _ equences for the student
within the law school. Dean Wortham
talked with each student about how the
information would have to be reported by
the student to the bar and provided other
information about how the information
might be treated in the bar admission
process.
There are some concrete
reasons why a person should disclose
criminal charges or convictions to the law
school as soon as possible in addition to
the notification requirement. ·
-- All bars ask applicants
about criminal convictions and pending
charges, and some, if not all, will make an
independent verification in records. So in
all likelihood, bars are going to find out
anyway.
-- Every bar asks the law
school for some type of certification.
Almost all of them ask a question about
the law school's knowledge of a number
of matters, including criminal charges or
convictions. Since the bar will ask the
same thing of the student, the law school's
response that it was notified of the matter
by the student adds no additional
detrimental information and makes the
positive statement that the student was
candid with the school and followed the
school's rule on notification.
Alcohol-related crimes
throw up a red flag, and some bars require
an evaluation of the applicant.to determine
if there is substance dependency issue.

P!

Dean Wortham provides information to a
student in this case about what they might
expect to happen.

,
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not contributed much toward educating the
student body as a whole about the reality
of the enforcement of the Honor Code.
For good reason we may never
reach a point where complaints are public
knowledge and hearings . are open to
everyone, but there is progress. It is my
hope that in the interest of equity and
education, the Honor Board's attempts at
becoming more eminent will be
encouraged by the law school community.
During the 1993-1994 academic
year, one complaint was received by the
Honor Board that proceeded to a full

hearing. The facts of the case are that a
complaint was forwarded to the Honor
Board accusing a student of the following
actions:
A.) Four counts of intentionally:making written misrepresentations to a _
dean of the law school,
B.) With reckless disregard for
the truth, making a written
misrepresentation to the same dean,
C.) Intentionally making an oral
misrepresentation to an administrator of
the law school,
D.) Intentionally making an oral
misrepresentation to representatives of The

-- In some circumstances, the
failure to reveal pending criminal charges
or convictions on the application could
result in action after the student is
admitted.
As indicated in the
"Notification," some convictions in law
school could be considered serious enough
If someone
to . result in expulsion.
potentially has that big of a skeleton in his
or her closet, he or she might just want to
save themselves the time, grief, and
money.
Please feel free to share with
the members of the Honor Board your
concerns regarding this or any other
matter. We are glad that we can now
openly discuss issues and the functions of
the Honor Board with the law school
comm.unity.

Catholic University of America,
E.) Making the aforementioned
representations as part of a preconceived
strategy to obtain credit for a course
offered at another university.for which the'
_
student had not registe~ed; and
F.) Making_ the aforementioned1
representations as part of a preconceived'.
strategy to obtain financial aid for which
the student would not have normally been
'1
eligibfe.
At a hearing before the Honor
Board, the student, after being advised of
his rights afforded by the Honor Code}
admitted to all of the allegations),
Accepting the admissions, the Honor
Board found the student had in fact
violated Section III, Paragraph F of the the
Honor Code. · The following sanctions
·1iiJjn · .;j,,J:,1qL d _.
··'
- .Jt·
\Vefe- recommended by. the . Honor Board
~ofu1cXnoN OF LAw SCHOOL and imposed by the Dean of the law
ABOUT CRIMINAL CHARGES AND school:
CONVICTIONS
1.) As provided for in Section
The law school application IV(A)(4), a private letter ofreprimand-was
requires applicants to list any pending issued , and placed in the student's
criminal charges or convictions on matters academic file. That letter will be made
other than minor traffic violations. · This
available to any bar to which that student
requirement to notify the law school of all applies.
pending criminal charges and convictions ·
2.) As provided · for in Section
other · than minor traffic violations IV(A)(l l), the student was required to
continues from the time of application make personal, private apologies to the
through graduation. Most state bars ask persons to whom the misrepresentations
each law school to provide information were made; and
about whether graduates of the school who
3.) As provided for in Section
have applied for bar membership have
IV(A)(8), the student was required to
been involved in any criminal matters or
complete a detailed research paper under
law school disciplinary matters. (The the supervIS1on of a professor of
same inquiry is made of the applicant.)
professional responsibility.
When a student notifies the
Under Section VII(B) of the
dean's office of a criminal charge or
Honor Code, the student had thirty days
conviction, the dean's office will ,assess
from the date of the receipt of the decision
whether the conduct violates the Rules of to appeal the sanction. The student chose
Professional Conduct for Law Students,
not to continue the matter any further.
whether the matter suggests a serious
While that case is an example of
threat of possible harm to another member
one of the more egregious forms of
of the law school community, nr whether
conduct, most violations are not as
it raises a question about the student's · apparent. Everyone should familiarize
honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness · to
themselves with the Honor Code. In
become a lawyer. If these questions are
addition to the conduct which constitutes a
answered negatively, the dean's office will - violation and the list of possible sanctions,
remind the student that the student may be
there are also responsibilities which we are
required to report the matter on the bar
all obligated to uphold.
application and alert the student of the
Questions may be addressed tc
possible consequences of nondisclosure
any member of the current Honor Board.
during that process.
If one of the
I encourage everyone to be conscious of
questions above is answered affirmatively,
their
actions, mindful of their obligations,
the · law school may initiate action that
and
steadfast
in their efforts to make this
could_ affect the student's enroHment
of
violations.
a
year
free
status.
>,>
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CROSSW RD® Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Fred Piscop
. ACROSS
1 Hydrocarbon
suffix
• It's ful of
bologna
8 Heart, for
one
13 Eagleor
double eagle
1• Cosmetics
company
15 "The thief of
bad gags"
16 Football player

.-0 Cheat&r's
sleeveful
•1 Mechanical
molh
a "On_Old
Smoky"
a •_no
questions ...•
..,. Bind
unceremon~
ously
411 Corpsman
a "The Wild
Swans at
Coole" poet
SO Second
experiment
54 Choir attire
56 Bro or sis
58 Christmas-tree
decoration
59 Giratfelike
animal
61 Football player
who's always
seeking photo
ops?
63 Traveled
between
electrodes
64 Loose-fitting
dress
65 Simian in
space
66 _itin
(makes
money)
68 R.R. stop

who runs on
in!Uition?
18 Timepiece
par1s
19 Star of beach
movies

20 Playboy
nickname
22 Unwind
23 Rxes footwear
25 Outflow of
resources
27 Strunk and
WMe concern
29 Satirical Greek
poem
32 Broods
35 Phil's
counterpart
37 Alma-_
(Kazakhslan's
capilal)
38 During
39 Brainteaser
1,..

l-:a

DOWN

1 •

Got a

Friend"
2 Foch and Ricci
3 Inside
• Actor Coleman
5 Notorious
Braun
II Leven or
Linnhe
7 Signed
8 Diel usage

label
9 Touch up
anew,
IDnsorially
10 Football player
who's short on
experience?
11 Charilable
donations
12 Rt together
dosely
13 Overbroil
17 Jack, Jennifer
and Tim of the
movies
21 He may get
roasted,
surprisingly
24 John 8., e.g.
26 Doctor's "Say
_•
28 Derby site
30 Columnist's
tidbit
31 Quantity of
beer

Classified , Ads

32 Speed
number

33 Melville novel

a.

Football player

wilh poor

lraining-lable
manners?
36 Recommend
for a second
opinion
39 Dead_
Society (Robin
Williams film)
.-0 AttributBs
a _ Maria

(Jamaican

43
45

47
49
51

52
53

54
55
57
60
62

liqueur)
H
Plains home
Believers, of
sorts
Separates out
• _ Help
Myselr
Aluminum
giant
Albanian
currency
Greasepaint
sound?
Gumbo
ingredient
Cordon_
Driver's
licenses,
perhaps
Gloucester's
cape

ro- ·r,,-rn! ,...
§

Those persons interested in
placing a classified ad in Judicial
Notice, should simply submit that ad in
writing. There is no charge for _a _
classifiJd JJ. All-~bmissions s~ou1.l1>e . "
delivered to the Judicial Notice office in
Room 109, just off the Student Lounge.
If the office is closed, just slip your
submission under the door. The same
goes for letters to the editor.

OPENING OF LAW SCHOOL MASS
-- Don't forget to attend the Opening of
Law School Mass on Wednesday,
September 14th -- the day this issue of .
Judicial Notice comes out. Mass will
be at 5:15PM in the area on the third
floor reserved for the future chapel.
Join us.

59
[63

66
C1993 Crossword Magazine Inc.
For a free crossword puzzle catalogue, call or write:
Crossword Magazine, Inc.. PO Box 909-A, Bellmore, NY 11710
. (516) 826-94 79

Notice in Room 109, just off the
Student Lounge. Refreshments will be
served. The meeting is very informal
and all interested students are welcome.
· It iibtfiin~ t1"l'st 'conie•iMt you}-iwo cents
in about this issue.

Here is an item of interest from
the art world. A program funded by
the National Endowment for the Arts
has given ·a-$?50 prize"'to the following
one-word poem: "LIGH-GH-GH-T."
The writers of Judicial Notice
are hoping to win an equal amount for
the following original submission:
"DAR-AR-AR-K."

Remember: ~t is useless to put
your best foot foward -- and then drag
the other.

An anonymous submission:
A little nonsense now and then,
is relished by even the wisest men.
What may seem foolish and illadvised, may be nothing more than
clever tonic for the wise.
Great sages of all ages past,
understand the need to have a blast.
But despite this ancient, wise
old rule, sometimes a fool is just a fool.

14 ,: '.

.

JUDICIAL NOTICE WANTS YOU -Anyone interested in helping out on the
next or other future issues of Judicial
Notice should attend the next meeting of
Judicial Notice editorial board and staff
on Friday, September 16th.
The
meeting, which will begin at 6:30PM,
will be held in the offices of Judicial

Anyone interested in buying a
liine-green 1971 Delorean should call
Del at 202-221-4545. The car is up on
blocks and there are no wheels, but the
white interior is in mint condition.
New sideview mirrors. Only 93,000
miles on the odometer. Lots of trunk
room (back seat is now removable).
Some minor engine work may be
necessary. Price should be at least
$500. Will take best offer.

SPECIAL MESSAGE -- To: AMR,
From: JTC, I am sorry. I screwed up.
Enough said. May I please have my
things back?

;-,:;.~di~i~fN~ti~~-. •,

TOP TEN LIST:

Yes, They Really Said It

TOP TEN SIGNS YOU ARE A
FIRST YEAR STUDENT

This feature is a collection of amusing verbatim quotations from
actual court case transcripts, proving fact is often funnier than fiction.

(Compiled by the Judicial Notice home office in Provo, Utah)

WITNESS: You mumbled on the first part of that and I couldn't understand
what you were saying. Could you repeat the question?
ATTORNEY: I mumbled, did I? Well, we'll just ask the court reporter to
read back what I said. She didn't indicate any problem understanding what
I said, so obviously she understood every word. We'll just have herread my
question back and find out if there was any mumbling going on. Madam
reporter, would you be so kind?
COURT REPORTER: Mumble, mumble, mumble, mumble, mumble.

10. You are preparing outlines of your notes.
9. You are reading the casebook without the aid of a
commercial outline.
8. You are reading the casebook.
7. You are running around the library doing frantic
research on a fictional Lawyering Skills case.

PLAINTIFF'S LA WYER: Is that your conclusion, that this man is a
malingerer?
PSYCHIATRIST: I wouldn't be testifying ifl didn't think so, unless I was
on the other side, then it would be a post-traumatic condition.

...

6. Your educational debt is still less than that of most
Third World countries (wait 'til second year).

THE COURT: Okay. Now, let me ask you again, had you been driilking that
day? Alcohol, I mean?
DEFENDANT: Uh-huh.
. THE COURT: -Had you?
, COUNSEL: Answer it audibly.
THE COURT: Had you been-cl.finking alcohol ~at day?
DEFENDANT: Audibly. . .,
THE COURT: What were you drinking, beer or what?
DEFENDANT: Uh-huh. '.: .
THE COURT: Beer?
COUNSEL: Answer him fiudibly.
DEFENDANT: Audibly. '
.

5. You still think having a law degree means you will
lje -able fo-get a joli"afte r graduation.·- -
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Reprinted from Disorderly Conduct: Verbatim Excerpts From Actual Court Cases
by Rodney R. Jones, Charles M. Sevilla, and Gerald F. Uelmen and/or Disorder In
The Court by Charles M. Sevilla, with the permission ofW. W. Norton & Company,
Inc. All rights reserved.

1. You obey the "SBA cup only" regulation.

Drinking and Dining In Undergrad-land
Phil Fuller
Eighth Year
Mid-Afternoon
The following is a selected synopis
of the articles appearing in The Towel
(oops, I mean The Tower), a weekly
newspaper for the entire university
population. We offer this information to
better inform the law students to the more
interesting goings-on around campus.

September 9th Issue
The Tower reports that collegeaged women are more likely to drink to

Undergrad-Land
with Phil Fuller
get drunk now as opposed to 15 years ago,
according to a study released by ·-the
Columbia University Center on Addiction
and Substance Abuse. The study showed
that 35 percent of college women now
drink alcohol for the express purpose of

Sep!~}R,~e.
i: ~ ._, _1994
"} • ' .. I 'l.• ~ .."' ... ,L.~ \.,

getting drunk. This figure is up from 10
percent 15 years ago.
The study also showed that private
college students tend to binge drink more
than public university students. Binge
drinking is considered to be imbibing more
than five drinks in an evening. An
exception was made for Catholic
University, where binge drinking is 10 or
more drinks. (Actually, I made this part
up, but it should have been in there.)
Dean of Students Kate Zanger said
"it is very sad to think that women or men
drink to get drunk. It is unhealthy and puts
you at risk." Everyone I know is at risk.
In a related study, the Washington
Bar(hopper) Association reports that it is
getting easier to pick up drunk college
women in bars today than 15 years ago.
(Actually, I made up this part too.)
The Tower also reports the Student
Dining Advisory Committee received flak
from graduate students for the closing of
the Caldwell Hall dining facility for
breakfast and dinner. Chuck Mann,
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director of Purchasing said, "the University
could not continue to afford to support
Caldwell. Cardinal and North Dining were
subsidizing Caldwell."
The graduate students said the
limiting of the dining hall hours caused a
loss of community. To help compensate
that loss of commumty, the rear room 01
Cardinal Dining Hall has been restricted to
graduate students. So if you see any
undergraduates in our special little room,
be sure to kick 'em out.
On a serious note, Benjamin T.

Rome died this past June from a heart
attack at the age 89. Rome was the
benefator and namesake of the Catholic
University Benjamin T. Rome School of
Music.
His endowments funded
scholarships, faculty salaries, and the
annual Kennedy Center concerts.
Catholic University's Women's
Soccer Team took second place at the
Haverford College Tournamant. The team
defeated Haverford College, but then lost
to Lynchburg in overtime. Nice effort, and
our hats are off to them .

•
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Dallas, San Francisco '94 Picks for NFL
Justin Daly
Second Year
Day
Now that the football season is
underway, everyone can stop pretending
that they care about the baseball strike.
Let's talk football:
It took only a week for Dallas and San
Francisco to establish themselves as the
NFL' s best teams -- again.
Losing the leagues's finest coach,
Jimmy Johnson, did not slow down the
seemingly unstoppable Dallas offense in
their season opener at Pittsburgh.
Dallas, to put it simply, has too
many weapons on offense -- Emmitt Smith
is the NFL' s best running back, Tro

every year; he is the finest receiver in the
history of the game. The Niners' offense
is not far behind Dallas' -- their passing
game is top-notch but their running game
doesn't match up. Ricky Watters, even
though he played for Notre Dame, is no
Emmitt Smith.
Make no mistake about it: San
Francisco is not far beyond Dallas. Offseason acquisitions Ken Norton, Jr. and
Richard Dent make the defense very
respectable.
It certainly · will be an
improvement over the unit that allowed
five first-half touchdowns to Dallas in last
year's NFC championship game.
San Francisco will still be playing
in mid-January, but there remains one
nagging question: Can Steve Young w in
the big game? Until he wins a Super
Bowl (or at least an NFC title) for the city

by the bay, he won't be able to escape the
Joe Montana comparisons. (Young is a big
Springsteen fan, so I can't be too critical).
What AFC team is going to lose to
Dallas or San Francisco in the Super
Bowl? The city of Buffalo can't endure
any more suicides, so let's hope it's not
the Bills. In my mind, the contenders are
Miami and Kansas City.
The Dolphins have Marino and
the Chiefs have Montana. In the AFC, a
great quarterback may be all you need to
get to the Super Bowl. It doesn't hmt that
Marino has some great players to run
down his passes.
I can' t write an entire column on
football and fail to mention the next great
pro football quarterback prospect: Ron
Powlus. I was able to watch Powlus when
he was a senior at Berwick High in

Pennsylvania. Almost all the Berwick
games were televised and you didn't have
to have an eye for talent like Jimmy
Johnson to realize he was a special one.
He led his team to the USA Today
national title and then signed with Notre
Dame. He was a medical redshirt last
year.
His collegiate opener at
Northwestern was nothing short of
spectacular. He has NFL size, a strong
arm, and poise far beyond his years. He is
a bona fide All-American. candidate -- and
he's a freshman.
The most difficult task facing Lou
Holtz will be trying to keep Powlus in
South Bend for four years. The bet here
is that he'll succeed -- in large part
because of Mr. and Mrs. Powlus' emphasis
on the importance of a college education.

Baseball Still Is Greatest Game
Terry Annis
Second Year
Day

"The" Sports Authority
with Justin Daly
Aikman is arguably the league's best
quarterback, Michael Irvin is one of the
top receivers, Jay Novacek is probably the
best pass-catching tight end in the game,
Erik Williams is the best tackle in the
league, and Mark Stepnoski and Nate
Newton are All-Pro's.
It's a lethal combination: The best
skill players in the NFL and the premier
offensive line.
A case can be made for
the assertion that they are the greatest team
in NFL history. The 1985 Bears and the
1989 49'ers might have something to say
about that.
Absent an injury to Aikman or

"What AFC team is
going to lose to Dallas
or San Francisco in the
Super Bowl? ... In my
mind the contenders are
Miami and Kansas
City."
Smith, Dallas should be favored to capture
an unprecedented third straight Super
Bowl.
San Francisco looked equally
impressive in their season opener against
the LA Raiders. Steve Young to Jerry
Rice is the the best pass-catch combination
in the league. Rice seems to get better
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Something is wrong here.
Saturday afternoon and Duke has
just scored another touchdown against
Maryland. The score is something like 586; and this is on a good day for the Terps'
defense.
Needless to say boredom has set
in and I begin to hit the clicker.
College soccer on HTS; hello,
McFly, the World Cup is over. I keep
flipping.

Shooting From The Hip
with Terry Annis
Hmmmm, it's that syndicated
travel bargains show that seems to find its'
way onto every station twenty-four hours
a day -- I never knew it was that easy to
go to Cairo; I had a hard enough time
getting mom and dad to take us down the
Jersey shore once a year.
Onward, to ESPN. Motor-cross
dirt bike racing; I don't think so ..... where
is Australian Rules Football when you
need it? Weren't those refs in the goofy
hats cool?
Next stop, ESPN 2. The Deuce
has some fitness show from Hawaii with
hardbodied women that would kick my
195-pound butt eight days a week and a
80-year old guy who benches small trucks
that makes Jack Palance's one-armed pushups look like a walk in the park. I can see
it now; me and 75-year old grandmother
watching the pectoral-fest together -how's that for generation bonding?
I know what the missing piece is.
I need to find a ballgame. Any ballgame
will do. I was okay until the Little
League World Series ended last week.
But now I'm into some serious
withdrawal.
Face it, baseball is the greatest
game, ever. You can keep matching
football and basketball up with it, but the
champ will reign supreme, strike or no.
I mean come on, do you seriously

think that America would watch the PeeWee Football Championship, or a five-onfive hoops game of guys 5'7" and under?
The kids from northern Virginia
were a perfect testament to what the
beauty of baseb,111 is all about.

Not a bunch of millionaire players
telling a bunch of billionaire owners they
cannot "labor" out in the sun any longer;
just fifteen 11 and 12-year-olds sharing a
moment of near-greatness that they'll
remember for the rest of their lives.
It's all very sad. I played tbe
game for twenty years; breaking bones,
tearing muscles, and having both knees
operated on; and never getting a penny for
it. Never wanted one.
Sure, when I was twelve I hoped
that I'd be the Mets starting third baseman
right about now; but I got over it.
And this, being the summer after
my first year of Jaw school, is also the
first that I did not strap on my cleats and
put on my glove to play the game that has
kept me eternally young all these years;
but I will survive, and so will the game.
It's too bad that we may have to

Semis; doesri1"t exactly bring chills up
your back.
Hats off the local minor league
baseball teams. The O' s baby clubs in
Bowie (Baysox) and Frederick (Keys), as
well as Toronto's club in Hagerstown
(Suns) all made exciting playoff runs; and
without the glow from Camden Yards
blocking their view, they really filled the
void.
While we're handing out kudos,
congrats to Jerry Rice, the NFL at its very
best.
The Raiders Monday Night
dominance really came through last week
-- Hey, Al Davis, do us a favor this week,
'Just show up, baby.'

Speaking of Monday Night
Football, what is it with ABC · Sports?
First LT turns Joe Theismann's leg into a
pretzel, then the 1989 World Series/San
Francisco Earthquake, and now Nap
Mccallum. I'm afraid to watch next
week, I might pop my shoulder out again.
Has it been fifteen years of Chris
Berman already? Lets hope for fifteen
more filled with NFL PrimeTime, "He

"Face it, baseball is the greatest game ever.
You can keep matching football and basketball up
with it, but the chqmp will reign supreme, strike or
no."
suffer without a Fall Classic due to root of
all evil, greed. Grow up, guys.
I don't think Marino and Bledsoe
slinging fifteen rounds (and 74 points) in
the mud is what Bill Parcells had in mind
when he took the job. De-fense, De-fense.
Marshall Faulk is too small, he'll never
survive in the NFL. Yeah, right; tell it to
the Oilers.
NEWS FLASH: MJ finished his
first pro season hitting a whopping .202;
Is
Mario Mendoza send his regards.
anyone watching the U.S. Open? Wow,
Jamie Yzaga vs. Karel Novachek in the

coutd-go-all-the-way," and Sportscenter ·.
highlights of Jose "Let me take you on a
sea" Cruz. Somebody please tell Terry
Bradshaw to leave the horse home this
week ..... and get JJ a better script writer
while you're at it -- what is his purpose in
Fox's motley crew anyway?
A final note to all you Norman
Chad lovers, the name's Brown, Dave
Brown. You know, of the undefeated (at
press time, I hope we didn't Jose to
Buddy-Ball Sunday night) New York
Giants.
It's been fun, see you next issue.
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